Today’s Weather

cittan

toSanta Clara Valley: Fair
day, with light winds. Predicted
yesterday
high today 77. High
68-14, low 97-119.
gun Jose: High yesterday ’72,
weather prelies Cl. with fair
dicted today.
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’JUST STUDYING IN THE RAIN’

ASB Council
Hears Mayor
Today at Meet

25

Mayor Robert Welch will likely
comment on Seventh St. when he
attends today’s Student Council
meeting at 2:30.
When he exchanges views with
the council in College Union this
afternoon, it will be his second annual appearance before the SJS
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legislative group.
ASB Vice Pres. Bob Pisan said
that Welch’s visits started last
year. "The purpose of the Mayor’s
visit is to help understanding between the city and SJS," commented Vice Pres. Pisano.
In Welch’s meeting with the
council last year, he commented
on Seventh St. and apparently will
again this year, as the issue is
even bigger.

New Convertibles,
Young Ladies To Rip
Through Paper Wall

or
OIN

TEAK

5
SUNDAY
PECIALS
I ST

Six new convertibles, decorated
with attractive young ladies, will
rip through a paper wall in downtown San Jose at 7 p.m. tomorrow.
The "break -through" will open
a three-hour celebration marking
the official opening of the newlywidened section of San Carlos
Street between Market and
Fourth Streets,
Besides Mayor Robert Welch
and City Manager A. P. Hamann,
the celebration will feature 60
brand new automobiles, live band
music, Miss San Jose, Miss Santa
Clara County, and local dignitaries.
The big event of the evening
will te a dazzling two-block display of Detroit’s 1969 models. The
cars will be grouped by manufacturer on San Carlos Street between Market and Second Streets.
According to Forum Associates,
"each dealer will have a beautiful
hostess on hand to assist the public in inspecting the various new
models."
Both the mayor and the city
manager will deliver short ad -
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ESP Expert
From Duke
To Speak

’THE DAY THAT THE RAINS CAME DOWN’
yesterday’s afternoon showers didn’t seem to
affect the daily routines of these SJS students.
Barbara Felten, left, and Penny Furtney "hit the

books" while John Shaw learns about campus
activities from the Spartan Daily. The weatherman predicts ’’fair weather" today.

Prof. Putney Thinks U.S.
Acts Afraid or Peace’
By ALLAN RISDON
"Today our government acts
afraid to be for peace."
These were the words of Dr.
Snell Putney in a talk to about
30 students Monday night in Allen
Hall.
"The government acts as if
Americans crave war. However,
no rational man seeks it," Dr.
Putney said.
"But not many men are rational," he added.
Dr. Putney, assistant professor
of sociology at SJS, spoke on
"Peace, War and Neurosis."
Dr. Putney pointed out t

Judges To Interview
Homecoming Queen
Candidates Today

kinds of neuroses: normal and abnormal.
A normal neurosis is invisible.
If.111,e4m1111:1
hegm
Most people don’t think about it,
he explained.
tointerviewing Queen no
An abnormal neurosis differS day at 2 p.m. in Ill.
from the neuroses that most peoA traditional dinner will be
ple possess, aceording to Dr. Put- held tonight at 17 -West from 7:30
ney.
to 9 p.m. for the members of this
He desei !bed 10 neuroses callsyear’s judging panel.
ing Americans today "to contemThemes or float entries in the
plate actions which result in
thermonuclear annihilation.
parade must be registered at the
"Perhaps the most dangerous Activities Office, Adm242, by 5
neurosis." 1/r. Put ney said, "is p.m. today.
Ills

keeps one order form for les
records and takes the othei . s
with the job ticket, to Kathy Carroll, photo lab assistant nod secretary.
After she assigns a photographer, it is his job to take the
photos, dmelop, print and has.,
them back to the Daily office by
the deadline or time when they
were to he completed.
When the photos reach the
Daily office, the reporter or editor
who made the picture assignment
will write a cut line, which goes
tinder the picture, identifying the
action and persons involved.
Around 5 or 5:30 every afternoon an employee of Coast Engraving picks up the pictures for
the following day’s paper.
Following engrasing, the finished photos are taken to Globe
Printing Co., where they are
placed in forms and readied for
printing.
The five photographers who
handle Spartan Daily’s photo assignments are Allan Buekingham.
Anna Lou Dyson, Carolyn Kines
Dave Denew and Barry Stevenson
Last year the photo lab st.iff
processed more than SIX) assignments, averaging three or four
photos each assignment, accordim!
to Mr. Swan.

Peace Corps Candidates
Continue To Set Record

Prospect.. candidates for th:
Peace Corps continued to sign ’IP
"ESP: What Can We Make of for the Peace Corps phicement
It?" will be the topic today when tests at record breaking numbers’
Dr. Joseph 13. Rhine, director of
yesterday.
Duke University’s parapsychology
Warren W. Wiggins, Associate
laboratory, speaks at 11:30 a.m. in
Director of the Peace Corps and
Concert Hall.
Dr. Rhine began his "psychical head of the Peace Corps team on
research." in the early 1930s and the SJS campus announced yestergradually established reliable data day that 266 students had signed
which he published in his first up to take the placement tests
book, "Extrasensory Perception," Monday.
By 3 p.m. yesterday the total for
in 1934.
He has been director of Duke’s the day was 156.
parapsychology laboratory since
Monday’s total was a first iiss
1940. Today the laboratory is record for the program and the
recognized as the center for pio- two day total of 422 at SJS is ortl
neering research in ESP and 28 less than the national record
serves as the model for several for the number of students to take
overseas centers.
the test during a campus visit hs
Dr. Rhine has lectured at Ox- a Peace Corps team.
ford, Cambridge, London, Utrecht,
Wiggins remarked that the numCopenhagen and other universities. ber signed up to take the test,
His talk, open to the public with- yesterday was an extremely credit out charge, is sponsored by the able number and attributed the
College Lecture Committee,
lower number to the poor weathil
"There is no way to project a
probable total for the ent
week" said Wiggins. "The weathei
and other variables make an estimate impossible."
According to Wiggins approxiDavid Zucker, senior social sci- mately one of every five or six
ence major who recently studied students who take the tests this
’ in Israel, will tell of his experi- week will be serving vet seas to
ences there at 8 p.m. tomorroo next fall. "We will invite about
at Newman Hall, 79 S. Fifth St. one in four students who take the
The talk is under the joint spon- . test to continue: about half 01
sorship of the Student Zionist These will accept," he said.
The one out of five or six who
Organization and the Billet Club
Zucker went to Israel on a eventually will serve in the Peat’s scholarship in September of 1962. Corps is below the national aver -

Student To Relate
Israeli Experience

Photogs Are Part of Daily Picture;
Nine -Man Staff Covers Campus

MIRE DUNNE
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the third
II a series of articles explaining
how
the Spartan Doily is
produced. This
serial is being run this weak in con.
iunction with National Newspaper
Week. Oct. 13.19.
TN. iui.k of a shutter
isn’t the
prily
;let ion in San Jose
State’, photo lab.
For if necessary, a photographer
iecest, an assignment, shoot,
print, and get it to the
Spartan Daily office
ready for the
engraver in less than
an hour, Regarding to Joe Swan,
director of
S,Is’ join nalism
and Advertising
Delia:Ina.; it’s photojournalism
program.
Fortunately for the photo lab’s
R.hdermanned staff, such pressure
1, rare.
Not only are the Daily’s
Photos the
responsibility of the
nine-niatt staff, but
Lyke, Ids Torre. S,Is Dusk I.e
lations and aliimn1
1Tag5zine pictures
also fall before
their lenses.
A Spartan
Daily photo origin!aft, wiit
staff reporter or editor. It is
his responsibility to fill
at two Job
orders and a job
ticket. on
which is placed the time,
SIP, place, and
description of the
%igninent along with
the picture
re wanted.
Ones done,
this
1%11,1 Editor information goes
Jan Brantley, who

No. 21

,

Wssws said, but still a very
number.
’I’he Peace Corps team will contunic to man the information centers in front of the Spartan bookstore and the cafeteria from g
a.m, to g p.m. daily until Friday.
Students interested it taking
the placement tests may sign up
at the centers.
The tests will he ;liven at 10:30
a.m., 1:30, 11 1, and 7 p.m.
through Ft-id ;I.

Movie Preserves
Strength, Nobility
Of Greek Tragedy

"Anti...qv.... the screen version
at the classical Greek tragedy, is
the feature film tomorrow in the
esissie film series.
This film preserves the strength
and nobility of the conception of
Greek tragedy. "The grand,
brooding spirit of the original Ls
maintained throughout by skillful
rise of lighting and camera angles.
"Nobody has yet solved entirely
the problem of filming classic
Greek drama without either corn promising it by livening it up for
the screen, or failing this, hewing
closely, to the original and bogging
down in rhetoric. But ’Antigone’
comes close. The camera moves
just enough to a.ssure them of
lite, and avoids excesses." - S.F.
aironiele.
The film, directed by George
Tzave, has poetic Greek dialogue
aid English subtitles.
A shorter film. "The Vision of
William Blake," is on the same
bill with "Antigone."
This film attempts to illustrate,
ith the use of Blake’s hooks and
osasies, his spiritual struggle to
tes soul from a bondage that
,,ight was the state of man.
This theme, which the makers
of the film regard as a touchstone
’of Blake’s thotieht, is reflected in
his work to a degree unique among
RUSS RIES
artists, and the poetry and prose
... off to L.A. of Blake have been used in the
Om to amplify his pictures.
11.011 films of this classic film
may he seen at :1:30 and
,
pm. ri Tif55.

Predictor Gets ’Wild Fling Home’
Russ Ries, an industrial technology major from Pomona won
last week’s Flying Football con ’test.
Ries hasn’t decided on a definite
departure date, but says he will
be using the ticket in the near
future for a "wild fling home."
A blank for this week’s contest
appears on page 3 of today’s Daily
and must he turned in at the Spartan Bookstore or the Spartan
Daily office by noon Friday.

World Wire

TGIF Pair Give
Not Guilty Plea

ADENAUER RETIRES As FIRST I HAN( 1.1,1,01i
BONN tUPII The "Adenatier era" eame to an end .0
noon yesterday as the West. German chancellor officials
from the government and returned to his parliamentary
deputy.
Jay Sent er,
I ’ I thn’
"Der Alte," just three months short of his 88th hirthday. thanked
leftetl
’I". Ill-fal"1
the German people for their help, then returned to the seat he
4, were
party
if
14 years and one month ago yesterday to become the first West
arraigned y esterdas in San Jose
,
German chancellor.
Municipal Court by Judge Gradin
V.5. CHOPPER PILOTS RACE WEATHER IN ITALY
Miller.
BELLUNO, Italy 41.1P11 U.S. Army helicopters yesterday lared
The pair pleaded not guilty on
against worsening weather to fly landslide -watching equipment la eharges of distributing alcoholic
the top of the Vajont Dam. Italian authorities considered usirui beverages in a public place withartillery to bring clown unstable masses of earth and rock.
out it license, and selling alcoholic
The helicopter pilots, vsho carried 4.000 persons, 200 bodies and beverages to mlnh irs.
190 tons of material in 150 flying hours over the past fess dos.,
schmilw or jury
were working to get the equipment on top befoir a possible
14.
Military experts of the Italian army had been taken te ’hi’ too
of the dam to see if guns could be posted there and
down mas.ses of earth hanging precariously Os ’’I’ the Vajimi
A massive slide that tumbled into the reservair Wednesday lowed
Graduation interviews will be
out water at high pressure over the lip of the dam, wiping
11
erns-Net ed daily from ()et
out eight villages in the Piave River Valley and killing an estimates!
through Nov. S it the Ilesistrar’s
2.500 persons.
Office’. Adm 102.
An informed source said yesterday "the masses of earth pressing
Prospective June and summer
toward the reservoir still haven’t settled."
session graduates are requested to
PICKETS HANG TITO IN EFFIGY
sign lip for appoint men t s.
LOS ANGELES :UPI - Announcement of a visit by Yugoslavia’s1 Major and minor forms must be
Marshal Tito to California has prompted dozens of protests, including in the Registrar’s Office before
picketing, sky-writing, hangings in effigy and even a drowning in the appointment may be scheduled.
effigy.
A group calling themselves the Citizens Committee of Calilorma,
Inc., Monday night warned Gov. Edmund G. Brown he smas- Isoi
an international incident" in the slate during the %Ise

Senior Interviews

LOOKING OVERa contact sheet of photographs and trying
to choose the best one to use in the Spartan Daily are photographers (I. to r.) Dave Depew and Anna Lou Dyson and Jan
Brantley, Daily photo editor. Last year nearly 4,000 photos for
numerous SJS publications went through this print dryer.

REDS IN LAOS CAPTURE U.K. PLANE CREW
VIENTIANE, Laos 1UPli Laos’ "Red" Prince Souphanonsong
said yesterday that the Communist Pathet Lao have taken pis .,ss,
the CreW of an Air America transport plane shot down in iss
Tchepone area last month.
The plane was supplying rice to the population in a remote :Hes
loyal to the central government when it strayed too near a well
known Pathet Lao anticraft battery and was brought down.
There was still no information on the identity of the prisoner,
Both Air America and the embassy have maintained a tight lip on
the names of the three men who went down with the craft,

OCT. 21st

ART PRINT
SALE
Spartan Bookstore

2RP4RTAN DAILY

Wntinecrinv October it

146.1

No Smokes for Sale

Thrust and Parry

flip, hip, hoora%
The College of San Mute() is sa%ing Ilw souls antiIlies iii
it. studenta.
The president of the college, Dr. Julio I,. Bortolazzo. Fri.
day isstied an admitaistratise ruling ha
g tlw sale of cigarettes on ea mini, Ile
-lit the classroom ... we teach facts
erning the tttttt iting e%idence of a cause and effect relar ship lit twi en cigarette s
king and the incidence 4,1 dis
ease. If the administrar
then permits the installation of
cigarette %ending machines we iolate the data we teach."
It was a noble came taken by the 11.1)11ege al
stration,
but we wonder if it wasn’t going a little too far. We imagine
the college hail the hest inierc,ts of its students in mind whet.
it made the 414-vision, but we 414itibt if the college also considered the intelligenc of its mildew,.
-Think for %0111rself.," college student. are urged. "But let
Us think for 111.1 about cigarettes:. the College of San Nlateo
has added.
If those telling others what they can or call’i 410 are so
concerned al
t the issue, so us don’t they take, instead,
positive approach? The College of San Mateo should take
notice of the Sall SI ata’o 4
I y 4:atteer Soviet which bas just
anip.iign to de
bed
straw the -dangerous a-pecis
1
king- to high school students.
of cigarette s
An eplanation of him cigarettes call affect a person*.
health seems far more reali-tie than ridding a campus of cigarette machines.
When the CSNII administration finds out that candy bars
may cause pimples, nia%he it will then ban candy machines,
too.

Lecture Coverage
’Inadequate’ --- Prof

’THE REIN1S LF soVEPNMEr-)I"

G

BURBANK
552 S. Bascom

400 S. 1st ST.

CY 5 7238

"GARDEN OF EDEN"
"NUDE CAMERA"
"BODY BEAUTIFUL"
- Students $1.00 -

"THIS SPORTING LIFE"
"THE MAGIC TIDE"
Students 51.00

1

CY 7TOW N E 3060

ARATOGA

1433 THE ALAMEDA
"A KIND OF LOVING"
"ON THE MENU"
- Students $1.00 -

S

About 25,000 veterans of the
Spanish American War are still
living and their average age is
says the Veterans Adminis, ration.

14502 BIG BASIN WAY
"YOJIPABO"
"MARIE OCTOIRE"
- Students $1.00

_

Raffdo

TROPICAIRE

Alma and Almaden Rd.
"NEW KIND OF LOVE"
"EL CID"

1969 Alum Rock An.,

SHOW
JOHNNY
MATHIS
SI ZENTNER
AND DRiClik.87RA
ALAN DRAKE

North Screen
"BLOOD THIEF"
"HORROR CHAMBER"
"THE MANSTER"

414r4STUCII0
’1

C112-6778
lit & San Salvador
Elizabeth Tn. - - P’,Itard Burtcn
"THE Y.I.i.’s"
"CAIRO"
George Saunders

Civic And
SO* I se 0 17 l52.2
7S S3 CI) tece
aw
rickets a, SO Jo,. go, 0
on
sgn Car

South Screen
"STOLEN HOURS"
"JOHNNY COOL"

ANNOUNCEMENT!
SECOND ANNUAL

MONSTER CONTEST
SPONSORED BY THE PARKER PEN PEOPLE

NOW OPEN TO
HU.MAN 73EINcL5

FREE

r

Sizaztatta
Entered as second class matter April
24, 1934, at San Jose, California, under the act of March 3, 1879. Member California Newspapers Publishers
Association. Published daily by Associated Students of San Jose Staf
College except Saturday and Sunday,
during college year. Subscription accepted only on a remaindeoofsernester basis. Full academic year, $9; each
semester, $4.50. Off -campus price per
copy, 10 cents. CY 4.6414 - Editorial
Ext. 23133, 2384, 2385, 2386. Adirer
tising Eat. 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084.
Press of Globe Printing Co. Offic
hours 1.45.4:20 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
Editor
JERRY ARCA
Advertising Mgr.__ DAVE BLOOM
Day Editor
. FORREST CASSIDY

Argentina’s Dr. Illia
Nation’s Key Figure
By PHIL NEWSOM
FPI Foreign News Analyst
A white-haired, fragile-appearing country doctor has taken
over the job of proving that
Argentina can exist as a practicing democracy.
He is Dr. Arturo Umberto
Illia, under whom Argentina returned last week to constitutional government. His chances
for success will depend in large
part upon the control he is able
to exercise over Argentina’s military factions on the one hand
and the followers of former dictator Juan D. Peron on the other.
From the vantage point of a
recent visit to Argentina, it is

Bakmas
Flower
Shop
Flowers
and
Corsages
for cii
Occasions
CY 2-0442

TERRIFYING PRIZES
20 Giant, Stuffed Monsters

no purchase
7 feet tall imake ideal roommates-require
required! no care or feeding)
see directions 40 Genuine Voodoo Dolls
&holed
(Complete with piro
below!
Instructions)

Editor:
The time has come to protest
the grossly inadequate coverage
the Spartan Daily has given to
leading speakers brought to the
campus by TASC and the Student Peace Union. One inch was
the perfunctory allotment last
Wednesday and Thursday for the
TASC-sponsored talk of J. P.
Murray. One inch of space to a
former faculty member of the
Boalt Hall of Law at Berkeley
and the author of three scholarly books which have attracted
national notice. Next to the brief
mention of this campus event
was a long and complete account of a speech delivered by
the Louella Parsons of the Washington Press Corps, Drew Pearson. A photo of Pearson accompanied the story. The remarkable part of this coverage was
that Pearson didn’t even speak
on this campus! And, to compound the Injustice, the Friday
follow-up story on Morray’s
speech should surely be submitted to next year’s competition for "most biased reporting
in a news article."
Last year SPU sponsored talks
by two men with national reputations Robert Shuts, an economist and legislative advocate
in Washington, D.C., for the
Lobby for Peace, and Sidney
Lens, well-known international
labor journalist and political
commentator. The space announcing these two events was
about the equivalent needed to
list two or three Greek "pinnings." Consequently, several
other persons and I missed hear.

10th 1 Sante Clara

possible to predict that President Illia is in for some lumps
at home and at least occasional
clashes with the United States.
For one thing, he has been
accused of being a rabid Argentine nationalist. He already has
announced plans to annual the
foreign oil contracts which
helped to make Argentina selfsupporting in oil.
He also has been accused of
being pro-Communist. This he
denies, but he believes Communists should have the right
to organize and express their
views.
The enormity of his task at
home is illustrated by the fact
that Argentina’s deficit this year
will run to around $200 million,
that economic development is at
a standstill and that unemployment in a country of around 21
million now is estimated at
around the million mark.
Illia says he has a program to
restore full employment within
a year and at the same time protect wages and currency from
inflation.
He will need to be the miracle
man of the year.
-
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Sty0.e.
. a ilia tttttt til
engagement and
wedding ring eel
antigen&
f
In collection.
We have style,
io thrill every
bride . . . excellent
values in every
range.

100 Eerie, Malevolent Monster
Masks (Your friends will notice the retri .lung change in your appearanr

PLUS

200 CLEAWFILLING, SMOOTH-WRITING PARKER ARROW CARTRIDGE PENS

v.\\price
All you have to do to enter is visit your nearest
Parker dealer, fill out an entry blank and mail it
to Monster Contest, Box No .878, lanesvelle,Wis
And while you’re visiting, why not test.write
our newest -The Arrow by Parker. This one loads
quickly and cleanly with big Super (3uink cartridges It writes smooth as silk. The point should
last you years, no matter how much you use it.
The Arrow by Parker crisis $295 and can save
you important money on canridges - ours are
BIGGER and last longer (each is good for up to

10.000 words).
NOTE All entries must he postmarked on or
before midnight November /3, 1963, and received
on or before November 16, 1%3. Winners will Ise
notified by mail no later than December 4, MI
Open to any college student in the U.S.A. One
entry per student. Prizes awarded by drawing.
All entries become property of Parker. Decision
of judges final Void in New Jersey, Missouri,
and Wisconsin, and wherever else prohibited by
law.

of the forum to TASC. I would
like to make it clear that TAsr
as an organization, had nude,
Iii do with the forum.
However, TASC IN+
was a healthy demon,
free speech and feet.
and we hope that
continues on a regular
will be held every Fin
noon until 3 and any,d,
come to speak on air:.
Frank Vieelorka
TAM(’ (hairetian
At 24102

ing about these meetings. Upon
inquiry, I have learned from representatives of TASC and SPU
that adequate background information on these speakers, together with photos, was supplied
to the Daily.
But is this nothing more than
simple prejudice against SPU
and TASC? May it not actually
he something far more serious?
Does this situation point to a
lack of news judgment on the
part of Daily staff members and
an inability to recognize speakers who would contribute to a
stimulation of campus intellectual life?
James E. Watson
Associate Professor
of Political Science
and FAlucation

The Science Show
A net% shop opcii t,
%our needs in all 4,t
wiences. We earry
1.1.
lowing and ttttt re:
Microscopes
Glasswaie
Telescopes
Minerals
Slide rules
Frolic’,.,
Stains
Skeletons
301 Camden Ave.. Campbell
377-8660

’Not TASC Forum,’
Asserts Chairman
Editor:
The article In Monday’s Daily
on the 7th Street Forum attributed "unofficial" sponsiorship

Open Tuns

ihru Sat

it

POLICEMEN
$625$667
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
College Preferred 2)29
High School Graduates
inclusive; 20/25 uncorrected vision; height 5’ 9-- 6 t
minimum; excellent character. Room 100,
160 lbs.
City Hall., CR 3-3111.

ALL SENIORS
SPRING

FALL

SUMMER

Make appointmr.nts
Join the rest

now in the Stud:. fl

of your classmates

Affairs Office B-1

for senior pictures.

for

NOW!

LA TOP PE

senior pictur,
9 a.m. to 5 p

3 DAYS LEFT
,41.

cot a aft to

.44141.. ttttt

rain<

41).

........fox trot
twist. waltz
lindy...samba
mambo...chacha-cha..bend
dip..hop..step
turn...bump...
whew...
go
better
Mth
things

Term arranged

W.2

L f AN

esueterd
JUNO
,

Coke
TenEolIneen,

ID PARKER

Al 75 years -Maker of the world’s most wanted pent

limn Thor, ’ttl 0 p.m.

.111 purl, tog lot tic!, Phi a airfare,/

First and San Fernando Streets-Downtown Sri Jose

.

Bottled under the authority of
766Coce-Cola Company bye
Bottled under the authority of The Coen CnIA
Coce-Cols Bottling COrnpany of San Jole. San Joie. Cdh,,,^’’

gpatian2V4
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notiao

PSA WEEKLY FLYING
FOOTBALL CONTEST
GAMES FOR THE WEEKEND OF OCT. I 8- I 9
(NOTE

vs.

Cal

VS.

Ohio State

Michigan

VS.

Purdue

Minnesota

VS.

Illinois

Texas

VS.

Arkansas

vs.

Colgate

SJS
USC

Show
-II
i .1

Circle the expected winner and indicate
the probable score).

1111

111, lid.

Princeton

Jet Age Seen in Aero Department
SJS Plans ’One of Finest Facilitie
r

By BILL WATSON
Sixty years ago at Kitty Hawk,
North Carolina, the Wright brothers made the first controlled
and sustained airplane flight.
Today, the Department of Aeronautics at SJS prepares young
men and women for careers in the
field that the Wrights pioneered
Mil would scarcely recognize.
In contrast to the crowded and
crude bicycle repair shop where
the Wrights. made history, the

fects of air 1,1I aircraft surfaces
at 3.5 times the speed of sound.
In one of the department’s two
"Link Simulators," students may
experience the sensation of actual
flight without ever leaving the
ground.
JET ON CAMPUS
The department has also acquired a government surplus F 85
jet fighter which serves as a
graphic illustriition in instruction
dealing with wing structure, land-

All entries must be in the boxes in the Spartan
Bookstore and Spartan Daily office by Friday noon
anipbull

NAME
ADDRESS

7

PHONE

SJS faculty and student body, with the
Contest Is open to all members of the
Daily (Kilted& aefi advertising staffs. Winner
oception of members of the Spartan
Pacific
on
Southwest Airlines between San Franticket
round-trip
free,
a
will receive
good until Jon.. Winner will be notified by the Wednesday
Los Angeles.
cisco and each
contest.
following

1-29

100,
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- B-1
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1...
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lifornia
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La Torre Senior Counterguerilla
Unit To Organize
Color Pictures
Now Being Taken This Fall at SJS
Deadline for the taking of color
photographs of seniors to be used
in the 1964 La Torre will be Friday. The photos are being taken
from 9 a.m. to 5:15 p.m. at 303
S. 9th St. on the second floor in
Rooms 1 and 5.
Appointments must be made in
ih.. Student Affairs Business OfII-1. A charge of $2.80 will
he paid the photographer at the
time of the sitting. This will also
he the sitting for the personal
senior pictures.
Senior members of fraternities
and .sororities will be scheduled
with their own organizations
rather than for individual appointmms.
Persons missing their appointments without previously informing the photographer’s secretary at
S. 9th St. must pay an additional 30 cents for a new appointment, it is emphasized.
Students may contact John Meyn
r John SIts, J117, for further

SCTA Slates
Double Meetings
oi California Teachers
,,in
TA) will hold two
merlin,- tomorrow in ED325, acmaim to Don Matthews, pubbrio% batman.
Th. 11,0.01,41in Committee will
rrttolII I II III for those interested
in M., I’M" on this committee.
At I
p m. the Youth Activita otel Welfare Committee will
nierting is open only to
Il.;1, interested in promoting
lob mid San Jose State to
in the area.

NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
Savings up to $100 on automobile insurance are now Common
for married men under 25 years
of age with the California Casualty Indemnity Exchange.
"Mrried men in this age
bracket are generally paying on.
cynics premiums for the degree
of risk involved," says George
M.
Campbell, Spartan Representative
for the Exchange.
"We believe that a married
man with family responsibilities
is
a more careful driver,
causes
fewer accidents," said and
Campbell
"Therefore, he is entitled to
for mature drivers."
For example: A married man,
age 22 with Bodily Injury
Lability
S10/20,000 Pr o prt y
Darnati
15.000 and Medical $500
about $t6e a year with mostpays
insurance companies. With
fornia Casualty he would Cali41500 $13 less $14 dividend, Pay
or
ei net of $69 (based
on current
15 per cent
dividend).
Thus
he
LIAM about
$100 with The Elchange (Other coverages
with
comparable savings).
Campbell declared that oven
unmarried men and seaman
with
good driving records
may save
over 15 per cent.
Call or write
tion to Georgefor full informaM. Campbell,
IIRS The
Alameda San Jos*,
Phone 244 9600,

The Army ROTC Counterguerilla
Unit, formed last spring, will begin its fall semester training this
Saturday, Capt. Paul Lasker, assistant professor of military science announced today.
The course will include classes
in survival swimming and parachute training.
ROTC students who distinguish
themselves in training earn the
right to wear the Green Beret, the
symbol of the Army’s Special
Forces.
Four students out of 36 earned
the Green Beret last spring.
Three of these students, Louie
H. Anderson. Daniel C. Washabaugh, and Ronald L. Lowe, are
attending SJS this fall and wear
the Beret as part of their ROTC
uniform.
Interested Military Science cadets are asked to attend the first
meeting of the Unit at 8:30 a.m.
at the Men’s Gym pool this Saturday.

Student Teaching
Signups Start
Signups tor secondary student
teaching will start next week.
Dr. William B. Spring, coordinator of Secondary Student Teaching, expects from 350-400 students
to sign up in his office, ED402,
between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. all next
week.
Also included in the signup are
those students doing part of their
teaching in an elementary school
and isirt in a high sehool

- Photo by Jim Quick

$85,000 ENGINEThomas E. Leonard, head of the Aeronautics
Department, stands beside one of the department’s J-35 Jet engines. The engine is the type used in the F-85 Jet fighter.

WOrk has already begun on the
instrumentation and sound continuation equipment by General
Electric.
When the cell is completed. enclites such as the J 33 jet I ietin;
engine will be fired up. pro,.
the students with &amain- it,
heat and sound cont r. I
I tration
I plus [’ram teal applications of en, Chan!, 1., is ii’
room theor.
’111(’S
(Jr. I

:111(1

111

V."01’k

W1111111*

W1A161

Maki. Big Strides
in reading and
comprehension
Cii CH 8.7674

Recuittli. thir
375 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE

just
think
of it .
you can open a new
Roos/Atkins SUPER/CHARGE
with just a Reg. Card
and take months to pay!

First at Santa Clara

COBBIES
The Bronco

,,sAPTS.

16.99

f.

ARE NOW OPEN!
Approved dormitory apartments
with private cooking facilities
Now open to all women students
Beautiful lounge room
Spacious study room
Laundry and TV rooms
All electric heat
Low rates: only $39 a month or
$175 a semester per girl
Price includes all utilities
except electricity

For Rental Information Inquire:

VARSITY RENTAL
396 East William

h e r permitting, Peace
dins, which were postponed
will begin today with
being shown every half-hour
he half-hour

Isis just been 10. Work %ill stein
begin on the baindation of the
structure. A tentative completion
date has been set for March 1961
iTohtealinl,,iiiits:n1ti:,10)w.0(111
)().eost
1.1.11Maied

Much of the department’s equip- less
14...Vell
ment is acquired through government surplus ;it extremely lov. havrx
rates, Leonard explained. Nit lid
rause certain models and techniques have chanc.ed No rapidly,
much if this equipment is virtually
brand new like the J :15 engine
which had on l tactory test time
on it when it in rn.ed ;it the facility.
15159
Other government oink’s "liarinclude a Iii] ’literworth
552,000, acquired M, he department by merely paying the cost of
-hipping it to San Jose; a matter
of some $150.
The department awards B.S. degrees in aermimitical maintenance
and ;II-I’M:Olt IV:II operations. Ation,
half of the department’s gradual
gointo the services, states Prd
Leonard. Most of these are ROT(
students. The other 50 per cent
go to work for private companies.
The final contract for a new
-

,4k}00
AkAk
1"9l)’’W’I’1,4101’/A9i,\9f/AVO
SJS Department of Aeronautics is
housed in an ultra-modern plant I
"Let There he Light located at the North Campus near
San Jose Municipal Airport,
Good lighting is a
EXOTIC MACHINERY
prerequisite
to good grades
Here students work with the
exotic machinery which powers1
LAMPS
DESK
today’s modern jet airplanes and I
from $8.95
the sophisticated equipment re11416r
quired to build and service them.1
1,10111LIGHTING
Table Lamps
Prof. Thomas K Leonard, head’
234 80 .2nd CY5-7586
from $12.95
of the Aeronautics Department at I
’11
SJS, joined the faculty in 1946 -2
4 tNVillit- 6740 lin(4%i,-notwtor.c04-04, ttII 041-i, ’nil nor
when the department was located
Science
of
the
in the basement
Building. Like the industry itself,
the department grew. In 1949, the
Engineering Division and the aeronautics department moved into
quonset huts where the %%omens’
P.E. building is now located.
The department moved to the
North Campus location about a
year ago, and, says Prof. Leonard,
"We’re not really completely
moved in yet. We still have equipment to be installed and students
have to work around the areas
which are yet to be completed."
BEST AROUND
1
"When the facility is complete,"
Leonard said, "we will have one
of the finest of its kind in the
United States."
Equipment which is already
available to the students includes a
wind tunnel vith a velocity of
Mach 3.5. In addition to its use as
an instructional device to acquaint
A Am (ROSS CHOI
students with its principle and
operation, the wind tunnel can he
Jeed to experiment %%ith the el -

APPROVED
VARSITY,4so.

mg systems, and outer aNpeets 01
aircraft construction.
In the facility’s well equipped’
labs and modern classrooms, students study and experiment with
the theory of flight, aircraft
structures,
design,
propulsion,
item-dynamics. power control systems and innumerable other intricacies encountered in this highly
technical lield.
"It’s diffieult to eomprehend the
real value ot the facility," Prof.
Leonard said while standing next
Ii, a J 35 jet engine worth about
e$,Sa5t,70. The engine was acquired
by the college at a fraction of that
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BE FASHIONABLE . . . BE FUNCTIONAL in one of these smartly styled Cobble Boots with true built-in comfort. Slip your feet into the deep, soft fleece
lining and step out in perfect safety on your Cobbie non-skid sole. Regardless
of the weather, regardless of the occasion you will be fashion -right in a light
weight, beautifully fitting Cobbie Boot from BloomsAt Downtown, 135 S.
First Street, and
Valley Fair
Shopping Center

E31.1001VI’S
FINE

SHOES
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Romero Guitarists To Perform Friday

Wednesday, October 16, 1961

Japanese Mandolin Orchestra
Stimulates Good Will Relations
By MINA’S() IVAMA
Rapport between performer
and audience, and good will between America and Japan filled
Concert Hall Monday night.
Professor Tadashi H a t to r
conductor of Japan Students’
Mandolin Orchestra, took three
curtain calls. The lioniliar melody "Sukiyziki" flowed from 45
mandolin strings and the ailllienee started dapping hands
with it.
Mitsuharu Fa iisawa, young
manager, expressed his feeling as
"overwhelming.’
Mit su, as eveobne calls him,

.tiplib,1ci Iielmar High School
for a year a, an American Field
Service exchange student.
Returning to Japan. Mitsu met
Professor Hattori, who wanted
to introduee mandolin orchestra
music’ to the world. Mitsu decided 1,1 bring Professor Hat loft, dream to San Jose, his
seiiiral holm.
Sponsored by the Society for
lit erna ti, and Cultural Exchange
in Japan, Mitsu came to America
in August Ira. the actual ari am:emelt’ s.
San Jose did not forget him.
F:Very organization he contacted
promised rasoperation.
For this trip, the Oichestra
Society selected 45 out of more
than 3010 student musicians
from all over Japan.
Their impressions of America
.perb. Maseru Tanaka of
Universit said, It is

so much lun that I really cannot afford to sleep."
Takeshi Nakagawa of Keio
University said, "I know America is big, but I did not realize
how big it really is."
Miwako Takenaka of Kansa’
Gakuin University said, "Americans are good and kind at heart.
They Ii ke to do things for
others."
Professor Hattori said, "Each
member has really tried to be
a conscientious ambassador through music. When the
audience responds to us we feel
very happy."
Shinji Toyama of Kobe University of Commece said "Even
in the big cities there is so much
green! The streets are clean and
beautiful."
Atsushi Shinagawa of Keio
University said, "College camin’’ so large!"

SENIORS
Game Time
IS
Blonde Time

Economics
Business
Administration

Go Blonde
This Weekend
:sliiiient Priced

OCTOBER 24
REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT careers
in the State of Califccnia’s multi-billion dollar
highways and water programs.

292-5 ITT

’rt.,

flint !’at.

Willow Glen
Beauty College

Positions are in RIGHT OF WAY - the profession
of appraisal, negotiation, acquisition, and
management of real property -in the Division
of Highways.
MAKE AN INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT

1045 Willow Street
San Jose

NOW
AT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE

:ZS?

The Romero* known as "The
Royal Family of the Guitar,"
will appear in a concert at the
San Jose Civic Auditorium Friday evening at S 30.
This family of guitarists consists of Celedonio Romero and
his three sons Celin, Pepe. and
Angel. Their program for Friday
night will encompass five centuries of music, ranging from
the classic guitar literature to
Flamenco.
During their first tour here,
in the spring of 1162, they performed for the New York Phil-

harmonic Society, recorded ihrt*
albums for Mercury Records,
and finishetl the SPUS011 all
gala concert at the
tip
World’s Fair.
-

utiful
oes for

s Akud-llee
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KSJS Program
Guides Available
JOHNNY MATHIS

Civic Highlights

AAAAA to
81/2 to 12

The October -November pmgram guides for radio station
KSJS are now available in the
Spartan Bookstore and SD132.
This guide for the FM station
will include specific themes and
selections for "Twilight Concert" and "Portrait in Jazz."
Other programs will be highlighted in the schedule

$995 to $2495
charge accounts
Wen thou. ’hi 9

Johnny Mathis Comes
To S.J. Tomorrow
Christy’s Beauty Salon
"Chances Are"
"A Certain
Smile" and a "Misty" eye will be
on most coeds’ faces when they
learn that Johnny Mathis will be
in town tomorrow night.
"An Evening With Johnny Mathis." performed in the San Jose
Civic Auditorium at 8:30 p.m., will
also feature Si Zentner and his
orchestra and Alan Drake, a Mathis discovery.
Mathis, who got his start in his
hometown San Francisco, will sing
many of the songs that made him
famoussuch greats as "Misty."
"The Twelfth of Never," "Chances
Are," and "Maria."
Even though he has become
world-renowned for his singing,
this was not Mathis’ ambition during college days. While at San
Francisco State College he wanted
to become an athletic instructor.
His 6-5% high jump record is still
unbeaten locally.
After winning numerous medals,
Mathis gained an invitation to
join the U.S. Olympics track
squad.
Then the singers big day came
on Sunday afternoon in 1955. His
studies for the weekend completed,
Mathis attended an informal jam
session in San Francisco’s Black

Hawk night club. Many members
of the audience were getting into
the act, and finally Johnny’s
friends persuaded him to sing one
song.
The most captivated of the audience was Mrs. Helen Noga. coowner of the club. When Mathis
finished the song Mrs. Noga
rushed toward him and exclaimed
"I want to manage you."
She got Columbia Records to
sign him on, and his "Wonderful.
Wonderful" began his single records sale, which has now pass -1
six million.

Individual Styling,
Permanent Waves,
Hair Cutting,
Tinting and Bleaching
CY 4-8962
66 E. San Fernando
(Between 2nd & 3rd Sts.)

IS

I. SAN ANTONIO
Dimglen

Co2.30141

Sao Ire

10% Discount atod apllerCsocniineele
students
Open six days a week
Mon.-Thu. -Fri. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Tue.-Wed.-Sat. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m,
New Owner:
Bobbie Tclend Cccenour
(Formerly of Campus Beauty Salon)

Fall Favorites
100% Cotten

Quilted Jacket

I.A. Club To Visit
Ford Motor Plant

by Fr ,
This create-resistant jacket
needs little or no ironing and
may bia washed by machine
or hand. Sizes; 10 to 16.
Colors: Green, Blue and
Brown Prints on Bled Bed,
ground.
S5.98

The Industral Arts Club is
planning a field trip to the Ford
Motors plant in Milpitas tomorrow afternoon.
The trip is free to any interested students, according to Bob
Balcomb, president of the club.
A bus will leave from the entrance of the IA Building tomorrow at 1 p.m. and will return between 3:30 and 4 p.m.
A signori sheet is posted Outside the IA department office.

1000, Cotton

Proportioned Capris
Made of Scotch Mist,
quality 100% cotton fabric
woven exclusively for you by
Erwin Mills. Sires: Short,
Medium and Tall lengths.
Colors: Black, Olive Green,
Gold and Beige.
$3.91

SJS Begins, Ends
S.C.Concert Season

Tom Thomsen wanted challenging work
CUSHMAN VESPA
SALES AND SERVICE
Le Page CUSHNIAN Sales,

Inc

2454460
4798 Fremont Ave.
Santa Clara, California

San Jose State will begin and
end the 1963-64 Santa Clara
Philharmonic Orchestra concert
season.
Beginning its season will he
the college’s A Capella choir performing under the direction of
William Erlendson, professor of
music. The choir will sing Debussy’s "Sirenes" on Dec. 6.
Ending the season will be Dr.
Edwin C. Dunning, assistant professor of music and a bass baritone, singing selected operatic
arias with the Philharmonic on
May 1.

Downtown
86 South
First Street

_
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For That Special Gift
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He found it at Western Electric

sm.
a..
la&
y-ar,
:rty,
1167.
raiz

and prorr:ss control techniques to reduce manufacturing costs of telephone switching equipment.
Tom is sure that Western Electric is the right place
for him What about you?
If you set the highest standards for yourself,
enjoy a challenge, and have the qualifications
we’re looking for -we want to talk to you! Opportunities for fast-moving careers exist now for electrical, mechanical and industrial engineers, and
also for physical science, liberal arts and business
majors. For more detailed information, get your
copy of the Western Electric Career Opportunities
booklet from your Placement Officer. Or write:
Western Electric Company, Room 6405, 222 Broadway, New York 38, N. Y. And be sure to arrange
for a personal interview when the Bell System
recruiting team visits your campus.

T. R. Thomsen, 8 S.M.E., University of Nebraska,
’58, came to Western Electric for several reasons.
Important to him was the fact that our young engineers play vital roles right from the start, working
on exciting engineering projects in communica.
lions including: electronic switching, thin film circuitry, microwave systems and optical masers.
Western Electric’s wide variety of challenging
assignments appealed to Tom, as did the idea of
advanced study through full-time graduate engineering training, numerous management courses
and a company -paid Tuition Refund Plan.
Tom knows, too, that we’ll need thousands of
experienced engineers for supervisory positions
within the next few years. And he’s getting the
solid experience necessary to qualify. Right now,
Tom is developing new and improved inspection

Western Electric

1.4ANUFAC TURING)

a ’vel

SUPPLY UNIT OF THE DELL SYSII IA

W.POINTL/wen,

Principal manufacturing locations in 13 cities Oonrating rent, ic
Engineering Research Center. Princatran, N. J. Teletype Corp.

/

idar. plus 36 others throughout the U.S.
Lone Rock. Ark. Gen. P13, 195 Broadway. New York

t the, ;am.

.

WE ARE pmial tit recommend (Mega a, one
of the finest watches. Holder of 3 out of 4
observatory awards for highest precision.
Omega also was the official watch of
the lionie Olympics. Nfixieis from 575
your account it int lied

TRY OUR ALL-AMERICAN!
100%

PURE

BEEF

HAMBURGER

CRISP GOLDEN FRENCH FRIES
CREAMY OLD-FASHIONED SHAKE

geweleti
91 SOUTH FIRST ST.
307 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE

The tastiest food in town . . . fastest service, too.
You and the family will Me dining at McDonald’s.
Everything is so inviting ... spotlessly clean. Come

in any time for a treat in food ’n’ fun at prices that
please you.

Corner of Third and San Carlos
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By RON LEINIO
Exchange Editor
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Who’s This Ross Barnett Guy?
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By KM SIMMS

Some fellow described by the Western herald as -the nation’s
most outspoken segregationist" spoke at Western Michigan University some time ago. One thing Ross Barnett said was that he
would vote in favor of segregation
felt United States citizens
il they had a chance. This character tialks like he comes from
Mississippi or something.
The Daily Antec of San Diego State reported that all six national sororities at Portland Stale College, Oregon, have been SUSpetaled. Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha Omicron Pi, Alpha Phi, Delta
and Pi Beta Phi were suspended on charges
Delta Delta, Delta Zeta
of racial discrimination. Apparetitly all six sororities would not
accept two "eminently qualified Negro applicants."
Six sororities at Long Beach State were also banned for racial
discrimination. Chapters of Alpha Phi, Delta Delta Delta, Della
Zeta, Gamma Phi Beta, Sigma Kappa and Zeta Tati Alpha were
suspended.
Coeds at University of Santa Clara planned a "Fun Day."
The Santa Clara stated that last Saturday the coeds were supposed
to go to Buck Shaw Stadium for the festivities. The girls may have
rolled in the grass, played tag, and ran through the sprinklers
just for fun. They probably did have fun.
Giving it the old junior college try, the Associated Men’s Student organization at City College of San Francisco attempted to
elect coeds into some of their offices. The Guardsman reported
that the administration of the school prevented it.

Society Editor

Barrels of Fun

1

Thousands of San Jose State tit
will trek to Berkeley
Saturday to watch the San Jose State Spartans meet the Cal Golden
Bears. After the match, many loyal Spartans, feeling the "spirits"
of the game, will disperse to the university’s ivy-covered houses of
Fraternity Row. Inside the antique structures, cellar-dwellers will
wade through the "sky blue waters."
I can imagine the comfort received when, returning to the
sanctuary of SJS, one "Old Pro" says to the other: "My,
lucky
when you live in California."
’WE ARE THE ROARING PHI SIGS’
Possibly this was the song they sang after they painted over
250 curbs last weekend. The job, originally planned by IFC and
Panhellenic, never got out of the planning stage until the Phi Sigs
decided to do some charity work.
Anyway, it’s all for a good cause. Proceeds from the paint -up
go to Santa Clara County’s retarded children funds.
ALPHA CHI OMEGA PLEDGE DANCE FRIDAY
The ladies of Alpha Chi Omega will present their new fall
pledges Friday at their pledge dance to be held at the Golden Doors
in Los Gatos. Pledges and their dates will receive the traditional
pledge paddles and mugs.
KAPPA DELTA INITIATES
Four initiates were activated into Kappa Delta sorority Oct. 6.
Receiving honors as outstanding spring pledge was Suzanne Steward.
OPEN
Other initiates include Adrienne Kennedy, Beverly Rauh, and
STUDENT
MON., THURS.,
Marty Weichert. Initiation was followed by a banquet at Belly
DISCOUNTS
Farm Restaurant in Santa Clara.
FRI. TIL 9 P.M.
PINNINGS
Cheryl Vail, Kappa Kappa Gamma, sophomore clothing and
Electronic Parts &
WHOLESALE
textile major from Atlanta, Georgia to Jim Anderson, Lambda Chi,
Hi Fl Equipment
TALL MANThis
robot-like
DISTRIBUTORS
SJS business graduate now serving with the USAF in Texas.
wooden figure towers over all
Sue Davies, Alpha Phi, junior elementary education major from
other displays at the current
San Jose to Roger Menard, Alpha Tau Omega, senior aeronautics
V. Supply Co.
United Radio and
art exhibit in the College Art
major from San Jose.
1425 W. Sen Carlon
CY 8-1212
Gallery. The work, entitled
Karen Cauhape, Alpha Phi, senior art education major from
-Homage to Art Grant," has
San Jose to Joseph Calcagno, Alpha Tau Omega, senior industrial
been created by Art Grant,
arts major, from San Jose.
one of the many prize winning
Darleen Klapperich, Wells Fargo Bank employee from Sari
sculptors represented at the
Rafael, to Bill Miller, Theta Xi, junior accounting major from
exhibit, which is called "InvenSan Rafael.
tion and Tradition in ContemLinda Shirey, junior secretarial major from Orinda to Don Howard,
porary Sculpture." The show
Theta Xi, senior industrial management major from Piedmont.
lasts until Oct. 25, and hours
Diane Pahl, Gamma Phi Beta, senior sociology major from
are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on weekStockton, to Larry Livingston, Theta Chi, senior business major
days and 1:15 to 5 p.m. on
from Los Angeles.
Sundays.
Barbara Roe, Gamma Phi Beta, senior education major from
Concord, to Dean Bradfield, Pi Kappa Alpha, graduate from Los
Angeles.
Roz Starkman, Alpha Chi Omega, junior elementary education
major from Orinda to Gary Hartnett, Phi Sigma Kappa, senior engineering major from Whittier.
ENGAGEMENTS
Gretchen Haug, Alpha Phi, SJS elementary education graduate.
"V.,/11(t’S
LICh.
from Santa Barbara, to Jeff Davis, Theta Chi, senior philosophy and
,14,,Ii,1 12-string guitarist" by the
psychology major from Whittier.. The couple plan a Jan. 25 wedding.
Now ’s’ ii 1< ’riffles, will open tumorSharon Weinstock, senior sociology major from Los Angeles to
otw eveninL; at the Offstage, First
Quiet, con,/,,it..1.1e. modern-Sauur Electr.u.
Dennis Harvey, Sigma Chi, sociology graduate from Los Angeles.
.51 bilk music theatre and coffee
A February wedding is slated.
briji
TO LOS ANGELES
Anne Davis, Gamma Phi Beta, senior nursing major from AnaCa 1.1 JJ11 ..iartahrl in the Pasadena
55 rusnuteue llIghE tau, Lu Lou Aug..1,4
19.85*to San Diego
rjrht-11\ .11 this summer and has heim, to Dick Roby, Theta Chi, senior business major from Orange.
rtul. IAA
iti.1 ’eminent from an extensive Jan. 25 is the wedding date.
No Lower Jet Powered Farea lu
Aug. u,
Sally Gorrindo, Gamma Phi Beta, senior elementary education
1,,ta td
w
and Bon Diego.
major from Fullerton, to Mike Jewett, Fullerton J.C., from Fullerton. A Jan. 25 wedding is scheduled.
MILITARY WEDDING
Yvonne Agnrss of Hayward to 2nil Lt, Richard R. Dell Acua,
chemistry graduate now studying dentistry at the College of Phyamounting sicians and Surgeons in San Francisco. The couple, married in the
se/ ozDire eefecta,
tt, phis additional prizes First Presbyterian Church in Hayward, were married in August.
to t ,.
212 Stockton Street
761-0818
will tie L’ ’ii away in the Cash The couple left the church attended by a saber guard comprised of
or ’cur Ira! el age,.
A SCHEDULED AIRLINE
for College 555,teostakes contest
members of the 5.15 Army ROTC Drill Team.
gen Trasaatoota Los Angel*. Sou Diego
ils ,ns.).,.,1 by Libby, McNeill, and
1.11,1)Y. West ern Division.
*
Entry blanks are available at
*.fitssl stores where Libby’s canned
SAVE MORE AT
* imods are sold. The contest is limTHE STORE FOR MEN
ited to residents of California and
* Nevathi.
*
include two first awards
*
Complete LEVI Line
v.ith a ra..11 altie of $6,692, four
Levi Dress Slack,
Your Campus Super Market
tuitt
ships, 10 $500 scholAll Colors
Californians
Siim F’
s
:t2 sets of Compton’s 15*
RINSO BLUE
* volume Picture Encyclopedia, 100
Many Other Styles
Corduroys
Compton’s Illustrated Science DieGiant Pkg.
: , tionattuts and 2(k) Repogle 12-inch
The finest selection in sport shirts
Iti doltes in relief.
*
Kilpatrick
Name Brands
.0,Langhaenadt orf 3-1
BREADsurtee
flriclkWhitoaf 254
* Pendleton Shirts, Jaaets. and Sweaters
FOLGERS
* Rough Rider Slax and Sportcoats
0 74
lb0
* Jackets BRAD WHITNEY ORIGINAL
can.
7
6 oz. Jar instant 79 AA
*
ti-i’s- Ft, Ldes 111,111/,,nling. Com* Suits, Slacks and Sportcoats
th ZEE
* mitote chairman, announced yes*
* temlay that the Coronation Ball
It a college man wears it. Rapport’s has it!
TISSUEV,’,.11
will be held on Saturday, Nov. 2,
: rather than Nov. 1, as scheduled
full quart
* on the activities calendar.
394
bottle
Other 1 lomecoming activities
CY 2-4014
241 So. lit
et FOREMOST PREMIUM
will be held as scheduled on the
e.ilenthr
t*e
gallon 594
all flavors
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Writing Contest Opens
For Dick Gregory Tickeis
Today through Friday, (hi ,..L.-,
stories may be entered in
itor.,pittition for tree tekett. ii, the
Inek Gategoo DertOrenin, , ,, Itic
Alldlliir1W11 F’11,1/1y, Nu,,
1
len
ti/dIriciil

Home Economics
Fashion Parade
Held Tomorrow

wiiiiier, will tre liWileiled I’M, IllISPk each for their stories 01 a
125-word maximum length.
contestants are asked to ;en
their name. address and phone
number ,,n their entries. Entries
should be addressed "Dick Gregor..
(’rant est" and should he brought
to .1207.
comedian De It f;rneor,, it ill ti
the
t’’’ mint 1,,r
imu

l’s:11,01,1111-

c,1

Inlet
.

"Fasit’.on, Fabrics and You" will
I e the theme tr1 the home eco
, rim mies fashion parade presentet I
in HE1 tornorrovi, at 12:30 p.m.
Narrating the show will be MoIfelen Wright, special field re1,1
sentative ol SiniplicitN Pattern I
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;2,arrnents with ti pt,ife.sional look.
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"Everything For The Artist"
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Tomorrow Night
At Folk Theatre
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Cash For College
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Everglaze Mini -Care Fabric
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Romero Guitarists To Perform Friday

1011’1

Japanese Mandolin Orchestra
Stimulates Good Will Relations
Hy 31117$.KO
Rapport between performer
and audience, and good will between America and Japan filled
Concert Hall Monday night.
Professor Tadashi If a I III r i.
conductor of Japan Students’
Mandolin Orchestra, took three
curtain calls. The familiar melody "Sukiyaki" Rowed from 45
mandolin string, and the :Oldie:we started (dapping It a nit s
with it.
Mitsuharu Fujisawa, young
manager. expressed his feeling a,
"overwhelming."
Mitsu, as everyone calls him.

studied at Delmar High School
for a year ,IS an American Field
Service exchange student.
Returning to Japan, Mitsu met
Professor Hattori, who wanted
to introduce mandolin orchestra
music to the world. Mitsu derided to bring Professor Hattori’s dream to San Jose, his
I holm.
ore(’ by the Society for
Rocco:won:it Cultural Exchange
in Japan. "lit -ti came to America
in Aiwii,t lot- the actual arS,in Jose did not forget him.
Ever) organization he contacted
promised COI,peration.
For this trip, the Orchestra
Society selected 43 out of more
than 3.000 student musicians
from all over Japan.
Their impressions of America
ri.
Masaru Tanaka of
5
University saint. "It is

so much fun that I really cannot afford to sleep."
Takeshi Nakagawa of Keio
University said, "I know America is big, but I did not realize
how big it really is."
Miwako Takenaka of Kansai
Gakuin University said, "Americans are good and kind at heart.
They like to do things for
others."
Professor Hattori said, "Each
member has really tried to be
a conscientious ambassador through music. When the
audience responds to us we feel
very happy."
Shinji Toyama of Kobe University of Commece said "Even
in the big cities there is so much
green! The streets are clean and
beautiful:.
Atsushi Shinagawa of Keio
University said, "College campuses are so large!"

SENIORS
Game Time
IS
Blonde Time

Economics
Business
Administration

Go Blonde

OCTOBER 24

This Weekend
"t ital.’itl Priced

REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT careers
in the State of California’s multi-billion dollar
highways and water programs.

292-5 ITT
Tile, dint Sat.

Willow Glen
Beauty College
1045 Willow Street
San Jose

Positions are in RIGHT OF WAY - the profession
of appraisal, negotiation, acquisition, and
management of real property -in the Division
of Highways.
MAKE AN INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT
NOW
AT

YOUR

PLACEMENT OFFICE

harmonic Society, recorded threw
albums for Mercury Records,
anti finished the SeasOlt With a
gala concert at the ’,cattle
World’s Fair,

The Romeros, known as "The
Royal Family of the Guitar,"
will appear in a concert at the
San Jose Civle Auditorium Ft 1 day evening at 830.
This family of guitarists consists of Celedonio Romero and
his three sons Celin, Pepe, and
Angel. Their program fur Friday
night will encompass five centuries of music, ranging from
the classic guitar literature to
Flamenco.
During their first tour here,
in the spring of 1962, they performed for the New York Phil-

autiful
oes for

I . Mid-hael
to Wedg,e:
TS Your sue

KSJS Program
Guides Available

AAAAA I. 1
81/2 to 12

The October-November program guides for radio station
KSJS are now available in the
Spartan Bookstore and SD132.
This guide for the FM station
will include specific themes and
selections for "Twilight Concert" and "Portrait in Jazz."
Other programs will be highlighted In the schedule

JOHNNY MATHS

Civic Highlights

$9.95 to S24.9S
charge neCOunts
0Pan thurs. 311 9

Johnny Mathis Comes
To S.J. Tomorrow
Christy’s Beauty Salon
"Chances Are" "A Certain
Smile" and a "Misty" eye will be
on most coeds’ faces when they
learn that Johnny Mathis will be
in town tomorrow night.
"An Evening With Johnny Mathis," performed in the San Jose
Civic Auditorium at 8:30 p.m., will
also feature Si Zentner and his
orchestra and Alan Drake, a Mathis discovery.
Mathis, who got his start in his
hometown San Francisco, will sing
many of the songs that made him
famous --such greats as "Misty,"
"The Twelfth of Never," "Chances
Are," and "Maria."
Even though he has become
world-renowned for his singing,
this was not Mathis’ ambition during college days. While at San
Francisco State College he wanted
to become an athletic instructor.
His 6-51/2 high jump record is still
unbeaten locally.
After winning numerous medals,
Mathis gained an invitation to
join the U.S. Olympics track
squad.
Then the singers big day came
on Sunday afternoon in 1955. His
studies for the weekend completed,
Mathis attended an informal jam
session in San Francisco’s Black

Hawk night club. Many members
of the audience were getting into
the act, and finally Johnny’s
friends persuaded him to sing one
song.
The most captivated of the audience Was Mrs. Helen Noga, coowner of the club. When Mathis
finished the song Mrs. Noga
rushed toward him and exclaimed
"I want to manage you."
She got Columbia Records to
sign him on, and his "Wonderful.
Wonderful" began his single records sale, which has now passed
six million.

CUSHMAN VESPA
SALES AND SERVICE
Le Page CUSHMAN Sales, Inc
245.7460
4798 Fremont Ave.
Santa Clara, California

10% Discount to all C eye
students and personnel

Individual Styling,
Permanent Waves,
Hair Cutting,
Tinting and Bleaching

Open six days a week
Mon. -Thu. -Fri. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Tue.-Wed.-Sat. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

CY 4-8962

New Owner:
Bobbie blend Cocanour
(Formerly of Campus Beauty Salon)

66 E. San Fernando
(Between 2nd & 3rd Sts.)

Fall Fa

rorites
100’n Cotton

Quilted Jacket

I.A. Club To Visit
Ford Motor Plant

by Fr ;

This crease-resistant jacket
needs little or no ironing and
may be washed by machine
or hand. Sizes; 10 to 16.
Colors: Green, Blue and
Brown Prints on Black Bad.
ground.
$5 98

The Industral Arts Club is
planning a field trip to the Ford
Motors plant in Milpitas tomorrow afternoon.
The trip is free to any interested students, according to Bob
Balcomb, president of the club.
A bus will leave from the entrance of the IA Building tomorrow at 1 p.m. and will return between 3:30 and 4 p.m.
A signiip sheet is posted outside the IA clepartment of lice.

100% Cotton
Capris

Proportioned

Made of Scotch Mist, a
quality 1007. cotton fabric
wovn exclusively for you by
Erwin Mills. Sizes; Short,
Medium and Tall lengths.
Colors: Black, Olive Green,
Gold and Beige.
53.91
s

SJS Begins, Ends
S.C. Concert Season

Tom Thomsen wanted challenging work

SO L SAN ANTONIO CY140111
Derevahrs Sas Ns.

San Josii State will begin and
end the 1963-64 Santa Clara
Philharmonic Orchestra concert
season.
Beginning its season will be
the college’s A Capella choir performing under the direction of
William F:rlendson, professor of
music. The choir will sing De hussy’s "Sirenes" on Dec. 6.
Ending the season will be Dr.
Edwin C. Dunning, assistant professor of music and a bass baritone, singing selected operatic
arias with the Philharmonic on
May I.
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He found it at Western Electric
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T. R. Thomsen. B S.M.E., University of Nebraska,
’58, came to Western Electric for several reasons.
Important to him was the fact that our young engineers play vital roles right from the start, working
on exciting engineering projects in communications including: electronic switching, thin film circuitry, microwave systems and optical masers.
Western Electric’s wide variety of challenging
assignments appealed to Tom, as did the idea of
advanced study through full-time graduate engineering training, numerous management courses
and a company -paid Tuition Refund Plan.
Tom knows, too, that we’ll need thousands of
experienced engineers for supervisory positions
within the next few years. And he’s getting the
solid experience necessary to qualify. Right now,
Tom is developing new and improved inspection

Western Electric
en gown

q1.1.0,,,i,

VANUFACTLIPING

1. my, ,v,p

Printion manufacturing locations in 13 robes Operatics
Eng,n,,,,,-g Research Center, Princeton, N. J.. Teletype

and process control techniques to reduce manufacturing costs of telephone switching equipment.
Tom is sure that Western Electric is the right place
for him. What about you?
If you set the highest standards for yourself,
enjoy a challenge, and have the qualifications
we’re looking forwe want to talk to you! Opportunities for fast moving careers exist now for electrical, mechanical and industrial engineers, and
also for physical science, liberal arts and business
majors. For more detailed information, get your
copy of the Western Electric Career Opportunities
booklet from your Placement Officer. Or write:
Western Electric Company, Room 6405, 222 Broadway, New York 38, N. Y. And be sure to arrange
for a personal interview when the Bell System
recruiting team visits your campus.
’JO SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSIT M
AON(

’enter‘, ,n ma -0 of thew same cities plus 36 other, throughout the U.S.
Cora ’akokte, III , Lane Posh, Ark. Gen. Ho 195 Broadway, New York

I

OMEGA
WE ABE proud to recommend Omega as niit.
of the finest watches. Holder of 3 out of 4
observatory awards for highest precision.
Omega also wa.. the official watch of
the Rf/1111. Olympics. Models from $73

TRY OUR ALL-AMERICAN!
100% PURE BEEF HAMBURGER
CRISP GOLDEN FRENCH FRIES
CREAMY OLD-FASHIONED SHAKE

your account is in, tied

9eweleu
91 SOUTH FIRST ST.
301 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Open Mon

Ikur,

sIr,

The tastiest food in town . . . fastest service, too.
You and the family will like dining at McDonald’s.
Everything is so inviting ... spotlessly clean. Come
in any time for a treat in food ’n’ fun at prices that
please you.

9%,

Corner of Third and San Carlos
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By RON LEINIO
Exchange Editor

Who’s This Ross Barnett Guy?

d-hind
If me

AA to
t to 12
to 124.95
ccounts
I. ’td 9

By KM SIMMS

Some fellow described by the Western Herald as -the nation’s
most outspoken segregationist" spoke at Western Michigan University some time ago. One thing Ross Barnett said was that he
would vote in favor of segregation
felt United States citizens
if they had a chance. This character ’talks like he comes from
Mississippi or something.
The Daily Aztec of San Diego State reported that all six national sororities at Portland State College, Oregon, have been suspended. Alpha CM Omega, Alpha Omicron Pi, Alpha Phi, Delta
Delta Delta, Delta Zeta and Pi Beta Phi were suspended on charge,
of racial discrimination. Apparently all six sororities would not
accept two "eminently qualified Negro applicants."
Six sororities at Long Beach State were also banned for racial
discrimination. Chapters of Alpha Phi, Delta Delta Delta, Delta
Zeta, Gamma Phi Beta, Sigma Kappa and Zeta Tau Alpha were
suspended.
Coeds at University of Santa Clara planned II "Fun Day."
The Santa Clara stated that last Saturday the coeds were supposed
to go to Buck Shaw Stadium for the festivities. The girls may have
rolled in the grass, played tag, and ran through the sprinklers
just for fun. They probably did have fun.
Giving it the old junior college try, the Associated Men’s Student organization at City College of San Francisco attempted to
elect coeds into some of their offices. The Guardsman reported
that the administration of the school prevented it.

l’1240141
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Barrels of Fun
Thousands of San Jose State studems will trek to Berkeley
Saturday to watch the San Jose State Spartans meet the Cal Golden
Bears. After the match, many loyal Spartans, feeling the "spirits"
of the game, will disperse to the university’s ivy-covered houses of
Fraternity Row. Inside the antique structures, cellar-dwellers will
wade through the "sky blue waters."
I can imagine the comfort received when. returning to the
sanctuary of SJS, one "Old Pro" says to the tither: ’’My, it’s liwky
when you live in California."
’WE ARE THE ROARING Pill WS’
Possibly this was the song they sang after they painted over
250 curbs last weekend. The job, originally planned by WC and
Panhellenic, never got out of the planning stage until the Phi Sigs
decided to do some charity work.
Anyway, it’s all for a good cause. Proceeds from the paint -up
go to Santa Clara County’s retarded children funds.
ALPHA CM OMEDA PLEDGE DANCE FRIDAY
The ladies of Alpha Chi Omega will present their new fall
pledges Friday at their pledge dance to be held at the Golden Do(irs
in Los Gatos. Pledges and their dates will receive the traditional
pledge paddles and mugs.
KAPPA DELTA INITIATES
Four initiates were activated into Kappa Dena sorority Oct. 6.
Receiving honors as outstanding spring pledge was Suzanne Steward.
Other initiates include Adrienne Kennedy, Beverly Rauh, and
Marty Weichert. Initiation was followts1 by a banquet at Berry
Farm Restaurant in Santa (71ara.
PINNINGS
Cheryl Vail, Kappa Kappa Gamma, sophomore clothing and
textile major from Atlanta, Georgia to Jim Anderson, Lambda Chi,
TALL MAN This
robot-like
SJS business graduate now serving with the USAF in Texas.
wooden figure towers over all
Sue Davies, Alpha Phi, junior elementary education major from
other displays at the current
San Jose to Roger Menard, Alpha Tau Omega, senior aeronautics
art exhibit in the College Art
major from San Jose.
Gallery. The work, entitled
Karen Cauhape, Alpha Phi, senior art education major from
"Homage to Art Grant," has
San Jose to Joseph Calcagno, Alpha Tau Omega, senior industrial
been created by Art Grant,
arts major, from San Jose.
one of the many prize winning
Darleen Klapperich, Wells Fargo Bank employee from San
sculptors represented at the
Rafael, to Bill Miller, Theta Xi, junior accounting major from
exhibit, which is called "InvenSan Rafael,
tion and Tradition in ContemLinda Shirey, junior secretarial major from Orinda to Thin Howard,
porary Sculpture.- The show
Theta Xi, senior industrial management major from Piedmont.
lasts until Oct. 25, and hours
Diane Pahl, Gamma Phi Beta, senior sociology major from
are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on weekStockton, to Larry Livingston, Theta Chi, senior business major
days and 1:15 to 5 p.m. on
from Los Angeles.
Sundays.
Barbara Roe. Gamma Phi Beta, senior education major from
Concord, to Dean Bradfield, Pi Kappa Alpha, graduate front Los
Angeles.
Roz Starkman, Alpha Chi Omega, junior elementary education
major from Orinda to Gary Hartnett, Phi Sigma Kappa, senior engineering major from Whittier.
ENGAGEMENTS
Gretchen Haug, Alpha Phi, SJS elementary education graduate.
Fred I ;el ach. ca:
t he -v.orld’s
tr.reatest 12 -siring guitarist" by the from Santa Barbara, to Jeff Davis, Theta Chi, senior philosophy and
ss ill open tomor- psychology major ft-urn Whittier.. The couple plan a Jan. 25 wedding.
New Vol k
Sharon Weinstock, senior sociology major from Los Angeles to
row evening at the Offstage, First
St. bilk music theatre and coffee Dennis Harvey, Sigma Chi, sociology graduate from Los Angeles.
A February wedding is slated.
shop.
Anne Davis, Gamma Phi Beta, senior nursing major from AnaGerlach starred in the Pasadena
Folk Festival this summer and has heim, to Dick Roby, Theta Chi, senior business major from Orange.
lust returned from an extensive Jan. 25 is the wedding date.
Sally Gorrindo, Gamma Phi Beta, senior elementary education
’tour of Eur. ’pc.
major from Fullerton, to Mike Jewett. Fullerton J.C., from Fullerton. A Jan. 25 wedding is scheduled.
MILITARY WEDDING
Yvonne Agnrss of Hayward to 2nd Lt. Richard R. Dell Acne,
chemistry graduate now studying dentistry at the College of Phy-.141,11at,11.;,
imuunting
sicians and Surgeons in San Francisco. The couple, married in the
phis additional prizes First Presbyterian Church in Hayward, were married in August.
away in the Cash The couple left the church attended by a saber glaird comprised of
Sweepstakes contest
member. of the 5.15 Army ROTC Drill Team.
.1"
by Libby. McNeill. and
I !lib\ Western Division.
Entry blanks are available at
,Ioce, where Libby’s canned
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Home Economics
Fashion Parade
Held Tomorrow
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all flavors
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Wrap Skirt
Over Slacks
Over Your Pajamas
For Lounging and
Sleeping

STRIPES & SOLIDS
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Everglaze Mini -Care Fdbric
Requires Little or No Ironing
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SHIRT

Pendleton Shirts, Jackets, and Sweaters
Rough Rider Sfax and Sportcoats
BRAD WHITNEY ORIGINALS
Jackets
Suits, Slacks and Sportcoats
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Time! Buy at San Joss Paint, the
professional ere supply store
"Everything For The Artist"

Complete LEVI Line
Slim Fits
Californians
Corduroys

1,141

Sive

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

Fresh Eastern
meaty small sides

4,

59

! Prizes include two first awards
’with a cash value of $6,692, four
$1,000 scholarships, 10 $500 scholarships, 32 sets of Compton’s 15volume Picture Encyclopedia. 100
Ct mud tin’s Illustrated Science Dictionaries and 200 Repogle 12 -inch
World Globes in relief.
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Bears Remain Undefeated
Poloists Vie With Olympic Club After Stopping Spartans

11-11PARTAIsi DAILY

Wedne....day, October 16, 1963

Ex -Spartans See Action

By TOM O’NEIL

T. :rile ex -San .tose :7a,t’c greats
II I e in the water tonight for
Olympic Club water polo team
Viey tangle with the Spartans in
Fran: is 3/.
Art Lambert, a Spartan hall of
la tier, Jim Monsees. an All-American in 1962, and Jay Hood, a star
in the early 50’s will all compete
agitinst Lee Walton’s crew.
"We are going to have to play
over ittiz heads to win against
this veteran club." Walton said.

on all the qualities of a Grecian the past week and all will start
bath tub.
tonight. The team has been stress"That won’t help us either," ing defense in workouts, tryirrt to
Walton added.
cope with the Olympic team’s two-.
The locals, hoping to push their man break.
seasonal record above the .500
Walton plans to :it a, t
mark, are coming off a 27-9 bomb- thaNlas, Bill Park,..r anit either
ing of Cal.
Herman Batik& or Pete eagues
The Olympic Club took its tonight.
knocks at the hands of Noreal
Team scoring leader, Gary Ilead,
League leader Stanford Saturday, will see plentj, of action.
15-5. Walton said that the club
The freshmen Putt their perwas without five of its starting
feet 7-0 mark on the lbw against ’
"The3 Itas-e
etwrIerier
seven because of prior weekend the Olysillile
"B" team.
that they overcome their latk
%tomtit ments.
The "B" team is also mam
of weed."
Larry Loganbill, Jim Adams, Bob
The Olympic pool is piped with Howse and Jeff Logan have been
salt water. is dimly lit and takes the spatkplugs for the SJS team

years

up

on their young op-

When the gun fired ending the

game, there was only one undefeated team remaining on the field.
Greg Buckingham is a doubtful California had defeated San Jose
starter due to illness, which could State.
mean the difference in the game.,
It was a rough, spirited match
"Buck" is 23 for .11 Ii on the field
but I.:illogic) Tam knocked in the
.
.
.
off"nsise
g
’
winning goal with 13 seconds left
punch would oe sore,y missed.
in the contest to give the Bears
Friday night, the Sparian splash- a 3-2 NorCal League soccer win
e host San Francisco State in a over San JOse State at Spartan
NOICRI league contest. The varsity Stadium.
The victory gave the visiting
encounter starts at 7:30.
California squad a 4-0 season
The Spartaiabes play the Gat r
record and 1-0 in league. San
ponents. in extwrienoe.

reserves at ei 30.

"

riStretch

CAPRIS
BLOUSES

s2 & 53
1, s2 & 53

Volume buying means savings to you.

Byron Kobayashi had assisted
the Spartans in scoring their
first goal In the second period
when he kicked the hall to Da%e
Kingsley who butted the ball
with his head into the California
net for a 1-0 lead.
The Spartans fought hard to
keep the Bears away from their

goal and goalie Valdis Scans made
some excellent stops but lost his
temper a few times and was finally asked to leave the game by
the referee just before the first
half ended.

GET

A 69¢ SCARF FREE WITH THIS AD AND

After Tam tied the game In
Kingsley
period.
fotirtli
the
passed the hall to Al Korhus
who brought the hail Into scoring position aad passed It to
KobaLeft -1001e.!
Kobayashi.
yashi then kicked the hall into
the cage for the go-ahead San
Jose State goal.
San Jose State pressed the

ANY $5.00 PURCHASE.

Pauline’s Sportswear

13\

now supports a 6-1
mark and 2-1 in circuit competition.
Tam came limping off the
bench to lead the Bears’ last effort with just 50 seconds remaining and the score deadlocked at
2-2.
Just minutes before Tam had
been lying on the ground in pain
with an injured knee. He had
scored California’s first goal early
in the final period to tie the game
at 1-1 and then came hack to
haunt San Jose State again.
Jose State

42 SO FIRST ST.
.noreiCzrord^-0:CC40:00240:40-..e...40:4,-.0111.0..

Look For
Our Sign

the fourth period to tie it up at
2-2.
California then won the game

on TRIM’S kick.
In a preliminary match, the
Spartan junior varsity defeated
(’alifornia’s underclassmen 3-2.It
took a goal by Mel Canal with 19
seconds remaining in the game ti,
win it.

Why worry

about

your

cleaning? Let WATKINS
CLEANERS

pick

it up

and deliver it two days
later to your door.

Good Cleaning and
Finishing
Door to Door Service
Free Pickup and Delivery
Service Twice a Week

Watkins Cleaners
Phone 269-6592

Bears close and kept the ball in
California’s side of the field but

8uile1’4 IS

Pno,o by Berry Steenson

Fresh Ground Meat Used
Exclusively

Holiday 150 Burgers

ARTNUR LYMAN SNOW
4,A:th.c .4opectftag5lAws

COMBS AWAY
San Jose
State’s Frank Barns just gets
rid of a successful goal shot before the California goalie unloads on him in the Spartans’
27-9 win last week.
’PT

4th & San Fernando Sts.

HAMBONES

(Across from Library)

for

Pizza
Ref rcslunents
1,ie Music

.00"
.

IN AS.1 FL XOTIC

SAFARI ROOM;
.Revue.’4--swittil11.6
ISLAND

Unescorted ladies
admitted free
fond only

Wed. tutu Sun.
4. tam bones ,

Take East Santa Clara St.,
or Story Road to White Road

295-9671

NUCLEAR ENERGY RESEARCH AT
LAWRENCE RAMBO\ kliOHATOM
LIVERMORE,

a quick-breaking attack by Cal
moved the bell into Spartan territory and a foul gave the Bears
a penalty kick.
Paul Nebel booted the penalty
shot into the corner of the San
Jose State net with 6:11 left in

Frosh Cagers
Have Depth,
Will Shoot
The 1962-63 freshman basketball
team has a much potential to score
Itoints as last year’s "dead-eye"
yearlings, reports Coach Danny

GcIf
SrJ9 FACULTY AND
STU DENTS

MON.Twau FRI.

18 HOLE REGULATION

Glines.
Both the frosh and varsity
opened practice this week at Spartan Gym. "We’ve got enough depth
where nobody can afford to relax,"
Glines said.
Steve Schlink 16-51’ Pete Con-

/Vide 147r3

900

Including Sag., S"^- A 11"1"1"’
rad 16-41, Roger Stone 16-31, I
’
20S0 S.WHITE ROAD
Laurence Hunsaker 16-41 and
2mufs
Tom Smith, 6-3’.s head the forS.OF STORY ’
wards.
Bruce Beutler 1)’8-6
and Pill
Higgins 16-1.i:I are the centers
with John Keating, Mani Gonzalez.
Bob Pot raz, Pete Sheehan, Kirby
Long, Al Kazdin and Larry Kellet
the guard candidates.
Ii iii Iii
4flh III

SHORT SLEEVE SWEATERS

CALIFORNIA

MAJOR PROGRAMS NOW UNDER WAY: PLOWSHAREIndustrial and scientific uses
of nuclear explosives. WHITNEYNuclear weapons for national defense. SHERWOODPower production from controlled thermonuclear reactions. PLUTO
Nuclear reactor for propulsion of a ramjet missile. BIOMEDICALThe effects of
radioactivity on man and his environment.. far-reaching programs utilizing the skills
of virtually every scientific and technical discipline.
fiber glass
detector
, on Mossbauer
insulation
absorber holder
, s’udy nuclear
Source holder
ate phenom
one of many researrh fools
ehrla assembly
erl from the rnicromin
.to floating concrete block
designed ario ,,11 by
lead -screw assernbly-._
.’s and engineers. The
has less than 2% ye- transmission
i.
()ma sorted range of 100. control
1. o ’unc.!,00s of the spectrometer
automated so that the resonant
heater control
.iiir.orp, ions 4or 160 positive and negheater
move veloc,ties are obtained in a
- gate and antral
oucroew.t.r. sigma i
r un. Data obtained from
coil springs
pr, --out -,c,ilars are processed and
reversing assembly
ui electronic computers.
yariabl transmission

Magnetic hyperfine splitting of the Fe1’14-kaV
transition for. 7 atom percent iron -in -gold
solid solution at 4.2K.

j
VELOCITY (mrnisec)
-1
-A -7-C -b -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 r, t,
111111111.1111,

LAWRENCE
LIVERMORE
RADIATION LABORATORY

LE, ME, CHEM, MATH, and PHYSICS MAJORS,all degree levels:
Laboratory staff members will be on campus to interview students in the physical sciences and engineering Oct. 30, 1963

Call your placement office for an appointment.
np ,eq,nrerl.

OPERATED BY THE
UNIVERSITY OF CzAlIFORf JIA
RFF3KIFI FY

I NFRMIIRF
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go THUNDERBIRD COLLEGIAN by
Columbiaknit! The sleeves are short, the style is
high and the buttons (all six) are metal! Solid
colors and mixed tones to match anything. Your
size is waiting now for just
16.95
THIS IS THE THUNDERBIRD COLLEGIAN

BY COLUMBIAKfill!

Art Martinez
290 South First St., San Jose

Use your Bankamericard or the First Notional Charge Plan
Mon., than,
Open ’tll 9 p in
All pn.14ng ticliets validated

Wei !nearby October 1F, 17

SPARTAN BAH Y-7

Don’t Forget! Spartans at Cal Saturday
v*.* *

SJS Harriers Eye Bear Sweep
he the
Oil’s George Linn will
preventing a
Bear’s Only hope of
when the
Spartan sweep Saturday
squads comtwo varsity harrier
Canyon
pete over the Strawberry
course.
of three
Linn finished ahead
Saturday /it SacraSJS runner%
Tiiite
mento Mien Tucker, Torn
his presand Gene (iurule) and
Sun
ence this work will keep
Jose on Its toes.
-

The Bears have been easy prey
in past years as San Jose has rolled up a perfect score on them the
last six times the two have met.
This will be the last meet for
the varsity before they collide
with Stanford on the Indian golf
course, Oct. 31.
Coach Dean Miller says that
fans interested In watching the
meet, ean get a tremendous view
of the whole course from the
hillside behind Memorial Stadium.

The meet begins at 10:30 a.m.
with the frosh run. The Sparta.
babes face Bob Price, who finished first at Sacto State after
two locals took a wrong turn.
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the UM. for most of what %%Ws,
accoomplished this year," said
BOO
"The
Tite11111111I.
moos eS have avorkerl mit nen, for

Rain Dampens
Intramural
Court Action

at your door
A

Eyes Examined
Prescriptions Filled
Contact Lenses
Lenses Replaced
Frames Repaired

Dr. HARVEY COCO!,
Dr. ED E. POTWIN

for

Optometrists

CONNECTICUT
MUTUAL LIFE
The Alameda Suite 311
294-5660

1671

Robt,7

87 E. San Antonio
11/2 Blocks from Science Bldg.
Phone: 292-0507

rtr,_1tr CL U. Gneral Agent

Specializing

MR. BEARThe arm of Craig Morton (4), who’s shown here in
the Iowa State game, is the complete story of the California
offense. Cal’s passing is statistically tops in the AAWU, while
the running game is last. San Jose State meets Morton Saturday.

BankAmericards Welcome

only in European Made

Cars

GARAGE EUROPA
Repair of Volkswagen cars
Mercedes
Porsche

E441

MASTER MECHANICS
Trained in Germany
Werner Zollenkopf

760 Willow St.
San Joss 25, Calif.
292-5675

Rugged Spartan Line
Can Beat Cal Jones
Mars’ Levy’s Bears.
"Our line with a good rush on
Craig Morton tCal’s junior quarterback, and adequate protection
for our own quarterbacks could
definitely decide the game."
What about Morton? Is he actually the great team mover Bay

"(’al’s resene strength made
the difference against Duke,"

Students can piek up their
free tickets fur Saturday’s San

Jones said. "Duke tried to beat
the Bears with one team, and
Just tired themselves out by the

Jose State - California football
game at Berkeley, upon presentation of ASK cards at the Student Affairs Business Office
(B-I ). Ticket deadline is tomorrow.

third quarter.
Jones spoke positively of the
Spartans’ chances Saturday. It’s
a tough job to scout the opposition, and even a tinge of sentiment, when you’re plotting against
your alma mater. Jones graduated
from Cal in 11149.
"The statistics from the Duke
game sl
that Cal can either
la. passed or run on," Jones
stressed. The BIM Devils gained
233 sards on the ground and 254

Across from the
L briry on 4th

through

the air

Area scribes paint him as? "Right
now. I’d have to say that Morton
is a half-step off the All-American
potential he showed last year,"
Jones declared.
"Cal didn’t give him any protection at all In the first half.
This has been a foot-ha-tlw-face
for Craig all year. Only %then
they began to protect lalmin
the second halfdid Cal start
III Mils I.."
Jones warned alsott the passing
team of Morton and Jack Sehraub.

"u""
’" "’lleY"
ball play Tuesday but the matches
have been rescheduled for tomorrow afternoon at 3:45.
Intramural Director Dan Unruh
has scheduled a meeting for all
"Little 500" managers this afternoon at 3:30 in M0205. It is important that each team have a
iliresent alive present.
A large turnout of 36 teams
for the "Little 500" will he cut
down to 22 after Friday’s time
trials at the South Campus
The qualification races
will be at 3:30 p.m.
In
foot ball
action Tuesday,

small rt.pairs
while yeni.n. in riasso.s
N() CH 11{GE FOR

SPARTAN
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The Ne eo Look in Low Co..f.
High -Fun

and a fourth -string flail/M-1. ill
spring pratetice, Bonds had about

CORONA

Tronsportotton!

Moulder Hall upset the Beavers
2-0 as the Beavers quarterback
fumbled the ball in the end zone
and was tagged for a safety.
Allen Hall gave the undefeided
Is
.ralsIlawaitans a scare, but
lost 2-0. Rolf Dahl tagged Allen
Hall’s quarterback for a saferN.
Chuck Luther’s 20-yard t
n run and two scoring passes
led the lio-Dads over Markham
Hall
13-0. Luther completed
t
ladown fla,4,41.% to Paul Greco
and PASVOINI Ashbaugh.
Jo-Mar a nil rh. Raiders battled

Ite erne,ng
HONDA ’’SO"
cheng.ng
people’, transportafion hob, ..,
world. Mit yew alone
n,illion..mdrt men And otor...,
.

7,

,

,. owe,

,

44
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automat’,

the greet 00555
ing, fish:ng r en
S245
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purtheLe

BILL MANDER

;

REMINGTON

ROYAL

UNDERWOOD

.gypewrileri
TYPEWRITERS RENTED
SPEC1A
RATE

18

,*SnOT

Et’. 14r:C

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Free Parking

CYpress 3-6383

24 So. Seccnd S.

110a

to a 6-6 tie as Ynez Garcia tallied
one score or Jo-Mar and Rich
Menkin added a six -pointer for the
Raiders. Ilowever. the Jo-Mar
team played the contest under protest due to the Raiders having an
illegal player.
The AFRffre Cats gained a forfeit win from Hi House to capture
its fourth game all by forfeits.
Sigma Chi No. 2 and ATO No.
2 fought to a 0-0 deadlock and
DSP No. 2 forfeited to Kappa Pi
in other football action. DSP No. 2
was automatically dropped from
the League for missing its second
game this season.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Friday,

1963

25,

October

ENGINEERING
SCIENCES
ALL DEGREE LEVELS
Electronics
Mechanical
Industrial
Physics

Engineering
Mathematics
Statistics

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Computer

Technology
Design

Hardware
Software

Research

Communications
Propagation
Complex

Systems
Research

Design

Engineers, Mathematicians,

sla ks

Physicists

Waterproof
Nylon Pullover

7h, fashion pacesetter
in continental slacks
long. lanky and lean,

r

Met.

Hansen is the type of playo,
of which "Titch" would like i
have a dozen. Hansen
tackle last year, but his 2ii7,
pounds makes him a more suitable I
guard.
Machutes, as an end in 1962
caught one pass for MillUti-rg:1
yard. As a tackle this year, he
has caught one pass for five yards
and a touchdown against Washington State on a tackle-eligible
play. Tony keeps getting bet t d
every game.
Then there’s Bonds. A halfback in 1961, Ineligilole last year

showed."
The come-through performanas.
of Morton and S4.hraub, combinhdowns, was the
ing for two t
turning point for Cal.

Ramer c

Isine
,1

Spartan trainer those Klanfeels that "last gator."
sl
Id have la-en last year. Blanchard spends moire time with
Barone than does his girl friend.

Will Levy be looking over the
SJS game for next week’s meeting with USC? "Levy said after
the game, he’s taking them one
at a time. He really can’t afford
14, look past us," Jones IM,i1110.1

lithe
and oil change

l’1,1{1k1M; with

as ;torch of a future as
Fat oak trying to endorse

a constant problem for Vince.

triwk.

former high school teammates at
Campbell.
Schmitt) made the game -deciding
catch, flat on his back in the end
/one, after fighting three Duke
men for the hall. It looked even
1)etter than the newspapers

SPARTAN
PARKING CENTER
141 SO. 4TH ST.
CALL 297-1655

VESPA - RABBIT - SOLEX
SALES - PARTS - SERVICE

against

"We’re about even in the backfield. But, if our line can outplay
theirs, we can beat them."
This is how Bob Jones, San Jose
State’s frosh coach, looks at the
Spartans’ chances of becoming the
first SJS football team to beat
University of California. Jones
scouted the Bears in their 22-22
standoff with Duke Saturday.

more

they’re all in better positions too
utilize their speed."
Izarone was third -string fullback
last fall. Bad shoulders base 1,e,,r1

e’hiard

-

OPTOMETRIST

ijuri

By RAVE N I WHOUSE
To stand up il111,1 a stronger
team like Washington State and
beat them down like a bully; just
to whom does the credit go’: Start
with the "mavericks."
Vince Darone, Larry Ilansen.
Tony Machutes and Bob Bonds,
first string San Jose State linemen
are all playing new positions for
the first time this year.

for this reason, Titchenal tried
talk him out of turning out ti.,year.
"You can’t say enough ale, .
Vince," Titchenal said. "This
banged up every game, but "Votes... got to ereolit the guys , mays like it’s the last one Is who’ve been %%itched around in ’ I’’. er play."

There is an

larry nelson

’Mavericks’ Playing
Impo
rtant
Role in Recent Grid Success

should

contact

and
their

COLLEGE PLACEMENT OFFICER

for

an

appointment

with

an NSA representative. No test

with attached drawstring hoed

required.

Folds into pouch for

carrying on belt
Black - Red - Blue - Green
GABARDINEfine line
twill of 100% cotton.
Sanfori7ed Plus -

The 84.1 ctore
and
Collefe Slop

321 S. lit St.

A-1

A Pull Line of
Tapers . . . sz. 26.36

Men’s and Women’s
AT YOUR FAVORITE

S

SOFT GOODS EMPORIUM

$8.00
Ua your Bankarnericrd or

Art Martinez
290 SOUTH FIRST ST.

M - L. XL

fh First National Charge Plan
All parking tickets validated
Open

Mon.,

Mort ,

Fri.

Niles

FREEMAN’S
SPORT CENTER
244 So. 2nd

San Jose, Calif.

NATIONAL SECURITY
AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. area
An

Equal

Opportunity

Employer
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Honorary Society
Will Give Award
Pi Omega Pi, business education
honorary society, will award a
scholarship to a qualifying business education major.
Majors who are juniors and
above are encouraged to apply immediately in ADM269.
All business education majors
and minors who are interested in
joining Pi Omega Pi and have a
2.75 GPA or better, should leave a
written message at the office of
Dr. Richard Dale, associate professor of business. F:D420, by 4
p.m. Friday.

4

RENT A
I

TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rates

18

3 mos.

USE OUR "RENT
To OWN PLAN"
ea,
dM~ee4e,e,
BUSINESS

MACHINES

AND OFFICE

EQUIPMENT

170 South Second

Spartaguide
TODAY:
Model United Nations. 7 p.m..
CH353.
Women’s field hockey. 4:30
p.m.. playing field near Music
Building.
Orcheobi dance group, 7 p.m.,
Women’s Gym dance studio.
Newman Club, 8 p.m., 79 S.
Fifth St.
Newman Club Moral laisueo
Class, 4:30 p.m.. 79 S. Fifth St.

Foreign Student
Picnic Scheduled
Sunday at 12:30
The fifth annual American Family Picnic for overseas students
will feature an international parade by Bay Area foreign students.
Consular corps members and
military and motion picture dignitaries are expected to attend the
picnic Sunday at Live Oak Park,
Berkeley, 12:30 to 4 p.m.
All foreign students from Bay
Area campuses will be guests of
their school sponsor.
The Red Cross will furnish
transportation for SJS foreign students.
Any foreign student may sign
up by tomorrow, Oct. 17, with the
Foreign Students’ office in order
to attend the picnic.

.:WWle,Wterlesleiite

ittee. 3:30
Rally Co
E132.
Student Economic Alum., 6:45
p.m., (’11234
Alpha Phi Omega, 7 p.m. College Union.
S.N.A.
9:30 p.m., William
Street Park.
Meteorological Society, 7 p.m.,
E:129.
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., 696
S. Fifth St.
Occupational Therapy Club, 7
p.m., 1113301.

Team captains of the "Little
bike race will meet today5."
in MG205 at 3:30 p.m. to discuss rules, bike specifications, and
eligibility of participants.
The second annual running of
the 50-mile, 200-lap race, will kick
off Friday, Oct. 25, at the south
campus track.
Tiine trials to pick the fastest
22 teams will be held on the south
campus track Friday at 2:30 p.m.
TOMORROW:
All teams, composed of four
Hillel, 8 p.m., 79 S. Fifth St.
Delta Phi Upsilon, childhood riders, will compete at the trials.
education fraternity, 7:30 p.m., The top 22 teams will be entered
in the final competition.
ED112.
Women’s tumbling, 4:30 p.m.,
WGIO.
Women’s competitive swimming,
4:30 p.m., Women’s Gym pool.
Alpha Beta Alpha, librarian fraternity, 11:30 a.m., IS107.
Seniors planning to enter law
Home Economies Club, 12:30
school next fall can obtain inforp.m.,
mation bulletins and application
Industrial Arts Club field trip.
forms for the National Law School
1:30 p.m., meet in front of IndusAdmission Test from the Political
trial Arts Building.
Science office, CH146, according
to Pre-Law Adviser T. M. Norton.
The test may be taken on Nov.
9; Feb. 8, 1964; April 18, 1964;
and Aug. 4, 1964. Norton added
The SJS Library will be closed that the test was required by most
one hour, 9 to 10 am., Saturday American law schools.
Applications must reach the
for changes in the electrical sysEducational Testing Service,
tem.
The library will open before 10 Princeton, N.J., not later than
a.m, only if the work is com- two weeks before the test date
pleted, Miss Joyce Backus, college selected, and a $12 fee must accompany the application.
librarian, has announced.
A description of the test, sample
questions and a list of the places
where the test will be given are
included in the information bulletin.

Law School Test
Forms Available

Library Closing
Slated Saturday

Peace Corps Rep
FOLK
Allshouse
cuitars- Banjos- Lessons Martha
Speaks Tonight

RENT TO LEARN
BENNER MUSIC
111541 W. See Carlos

CY 7.7417

BIG BEN
Presents Char-Broiled Specialties
250
39¢
59¢
89¢

Beef Burgers
Chuck Burgers
Steak Burgers
Steak Sandwich

Shrimp Sandwich

59$

Fishwich

450

B.B.Q. Beef
454
350
Foot-long Hot Dog
(with sauerkraut or chili)

We Are Now Featuring Pizza and Dinners
Large Pizza
Extra Large
Spare Ribs

990
$1.25
890

890
Shrimp Boat
990
Chicken
1/2 -Lb. Salisbury Steak 890

Phone CY 4-8344

460 E. Williams Between 10 & 11.

’Little 500’ Teams People’s World
Discuss Bike Race Reporter To Speak
On Negro Freedom

Le Cercle Francais
To Meet Today

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!

osRer’s

To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus Inspfus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip if, and send it with a cheek or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.

2
3
4
5

lines
lines
lines
lines

One time
50e a line

Three times
250 a line

Five times
200 a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

Add this
amount for
each addl.! line

President, Wayne Fieltls V i.
President, Ken Shafer and Setie.
tary, Sandy Goss.
1,0100019.1WintolorW. ve .

n
FOR THAT ... ,
1SORORITY PLEDGEI
DANCE
$
N.
ll
i
$

Cigarettes Out,
As Students Burn
Cigarette vending machines have
been outlawed on the College of
San Mateo campus by its president, Dr. Julio L. Bortolazzo.
The ruling by Pres. Bortolazzo
was accompanied by a statement
that explained his stand:
"In the classrooms .. . we teach
facts concerning the mounting evidence of a cause and effect relationship between cigarette smoking and the incidence of disease. If
the administration then permits
the installation of cigarette vending machines, we violate the data
we teach."

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty

We feature a large selection
.
t"’of cocktail dresses, perfect for
.‘
4his special occasion and priced0,

DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD

Ito fit any budget from 15.95:$
T

4

Perry 3

Art Cleaners
398 L Sento Clore

$
stt

185 S. 1st Street

293-1030
55

1
5

Colonial Dames
Hypo Allergenic

At Cafe Capers

Glycerine and Rose Water Cream

The Majesties, a live-piece band
which plays contemporary music,
will be featured at Cafe Capers
Thursday in the cafeteria from
2:30-3:30 p.m.
The members of the group include Rich Thaw, drummer; Trini
Rivera, bass player; Jerry Scott
piano organist; and Tony Pagan.
guitarist.
The Majesties have played at
many SJS functions and at such
local spots as the Golden Doors.
Hyatt House and the Sainte Claire
Hotel.

For Soft, Lovely Hands
Regular $2.50
Now $1.25 plus tax

11

Phone 292-5502

518 So. 10th St. At William

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
51-1,/,15,C..RE:5::::19308.s4p4e9e5d Italian bile.: ATTRACTIVE 3 -room 0P-.’
1190, Adults. Available N
CIDItTR.,C:
ALL SENIORS ... Make appointmonir RICKENBA,CKEaltal.stenAlll og,utirt.asr.. EB,cloolionrd, ‘"F..riopytaC’stActE--. F-,,ArlIsir,
at B -I {-sr La Torre p
Apt. 642 5.
2;
2 FOR I SLACK SALE. Now on a’
ELECTRIC GUITAR o ci Amp. Must scr SHARE FLAT
,nn4. 121
4.r, ’,freet.
itt HP?
^ - p ,s PG&E N.
IN THE DOGHOUSE] III our inst,,ni
I.
BICYCLE: f
GIRL TO SHARE- UNAPP API
(.1
(.1’ 7 6096.
" 41.4
NEED GIRL ROOMMATE.
HELP WANTED 141
AUTOMOTIVE (21
.
’
No. 10 I
th
swimcrurid
10 l7
op. 4 snood, FAH ,L,,IFIE5GIUABro.k,)Ad-e,nday
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NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines
One time

The next meeting fur the SJS
Chess Club is scheduled for Friday
at 2:30 p.m. in the Student Union
Lounge. A Swiss tournament will
be started and a welcome is extended to all who wish to come
Carl Bloice, young Negro reand participate or watch, said
porter for the People’s World, will Wayne Fields, chess club presispeak on Negro freedom and the dent.
political future of the U.S. tomorA perpetual ladder tournament
row in TH55.
is under way at present. Anyone
tournament
Bloice will speak as a guest of wishing to enter the
so at any time in the StuTASC (Toward an Active Student can do
dent Union Lounge.
Community) at 3:30 p.m.
Newly elected officers are:
The reporter spent about a
month in the South this summer
visiting such sites as Greenwood
and Jackson, Miss., and Albany
and Atlanta, Ga. He also participated in the Aug. 28 march on
Washington, D.C.
Bloice, 23, is a resident of San
Francisco and has been a reporter
for the People’s World for three
years.

Job Interviews Band Featured

Martha Allshouse will speak on
behalf of the Peace Corps Team,
Job interviews are held at 3113
7:30 tonight at the regular meetS. Ninth St. Interested students
ing of the United Campus Chris(January graduates only) are
tian Fellowship, 300 S. 10th St.
requested to make appointments
Miss Allshouse is a former SJS
at the Placement Office (ADM student and has been a Peace
234) prior to the interviews.
Corps volunteer for the past two
years in the Philippines. She will
TOMORROW:
show colored slides and talk about
Douglas MissIles & Space Diviher experiences of the Peace sion will interview electrical, meCorps.
chanical, chemical engineering; accounting, and liberal arts majors.
McClellan Air Force Base will
interview mechanical, electrical,
industrial engineering; aeronautics, business, accounting, and liberal arts majors.
Le Cercle Francais the French
General Electric Credit Corp.
Clubl will meet today at 4:30 p.m. will interview advertising majors
in Room B of the Cafeteria.
--male only.
Recently elected officers are:
Ed
HuckFriday, Oct. 18:
Evelyn Dixon, president;
Factory Mutual Engineering Diaby, vice president; Dave Hutchinson, treasurer; Clayton Condit, Vision Will interview electrical,
secretary; Mark Rosenblum, social chemical, mechanical engineering;
general engineering-male only.
chairman.
Sacramento Municipal Utility
Anyone who is interested in becoming a member of Le Cercle District will interview electrical
engineering majors- male only.
Francais is urged to attend.

Chess Club Starts New Tournament

It

r.

’,O.

FOR DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES, CALL CY 4-6414, EXT
2081, FROM 1.20 TO 4:20, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY.
CHECK A CLASSIFICATION:
Is 171
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For Sale131
Print your ad here:

’7 Lost and Foiled (4.El Transportation It)

A simply shaped easy skirt
in cotton and dacron poplin
by Harburf. Charcoal and olive.

12"
at’
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